
Belly Swing
Designed specifically for young 
children to safely swing on their 

bellies, while a 2” thick pad 
cushions a tumble. $638

Infant Playground Package

Bouncy Ball SpinnerTunnel

HandleRock Hold

Pull Up Bars
These bars help infants and 

toddlers learn to pull themselves 
up and support their balance. $565

Early PlayNature of Early Play offers lots more fun and educational play 
options for young children. We invite you to visit our website to see 
our entire early childhood collection. 

www.natureofearlyplay.com   (800) 437-5297

Modular Space (4’ x 9’) with Ramp and Rolling Hills 
Ideal for very young children just learning to crawl and stand. Rolling hills and low 

walls help them gain strength and dexterity. $1,802 
Optional components below are available for a modest additional charge.



Infant Playground Package

Sensory Cube
Offers both visual and tactile 

stimulation for babies and toddlers. 
Shapes, mirror, abacus, cute bunny 

photo and more adorn this cube, 
which doubles as a storage box! $450

Early PlayNature of Early Play is a full 
collection of commercial grade 
early childhood outdoor play and 
learning products that reconnect 
children (infant through age five) 
with the outdoor world through 
interactions with dirt, sand, water, 
animals, music, and plants. 

All products are made from 
heavy-duty recycled materials 

that will withstand all weather 
conditions for MANY years!

Children in their most exponential growth years benefit 
from the sensory stimulation of our gears, mirrors, 
texturized surfaces, visually rich patterns, musical 

instruments, and rocking motion of the Belly Swing. The 
Infant Modular space is a safe, soft, outdoor play area. The 

Butterfly Hill has a rubberized textured surface - soft on 
infant feet and knees while preventing slips. MSRP $7,174

Square Chime
 Plays in a pentatonic scale 

making musical sounds when 
toddlers strike each note. 

Experimenting with sound is 
fun for all ages. $720

Butterfly Hill
Has interactive gears and spinners to help babies and 

toddlers develop coordination, while they explore. 
$2,999 


